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Abstract: In this essay we will discuss about the IMO‟s regulation and its impacts on safety and 

marine protection. I will take two sample regulations and analyze in detail and also analyze- how 

far the current regulation minimizes the risk. I will expand the current regulation with 

technological adoption to see the effect. In this essay we will analyze how regulation built on 

reference after reference over period of time without adopting technological change. 
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Introduction 
 

In this essay title “Maritime safety and the protection of the marine environment “will detailly 

analyze the IMO‟s regulation and its impact on safety issues and will analyze up to which extent 

the regulation reduces the risk.. When I started to think about the topic, it gave me relatively new 

insight in the field of maritime safety and marine environment. Lot of maritime accidents and 

pollution happen every year due to lack of safety measures taken, human error and lack of 

training on safety of the procedure. Research and development, case study analysis, past history 

help us to improve the current procedures and equipments. The research and development is 

directly proportional to the incentives. R&D is higher when the incentive is higher. Since the 

incentives in the maritime industry are less comparable to technological, pharmaceutical and 

manufacturing industry, the R&D is smaller. But we cannot blame the maritime industry for that, 

since maritime industry is smaller in scale when compared to technological, pharmaceutical and 

manufacturing industry. 

Higher incentives should be given for R&D. It can be done by imposing strict rules. For eg. By 

1
st
 Jan 2015 fuel oil sulfur limits should be limited to 0.1% m/m inside an emission control area 

and by 1
st
 Jan 2020 fuel oil sulfur limits should be limited to 0.50% m/m outside emission 

control areas. This strict regulation by MARPOL will lead to R&D by shipping companies and 

other machinery and technological manufacturers. Here the incentive for the shipping company 

is, if it complies the regulation then it will get the trading and other certificates in order therefore 

the vessel will get cargo and it will be in trade without difficulties. The machinery and 

technological manufacturers will get the incentives if they invested in R&D and if they found 

new innovation in a sulfur limit reduction in fuel oil, their product will get more sales which will 

lead to more profit. But if they lose , the current marine diesel oil has to be clean for less sulfur 

content which will ultimately lead to more fuel price and now ship owners has to subsidize the 

price with other to gain profit which will result in higher freight rates. 

This scholarship program has triggered my idea in the field of maritime safety and maritime 

pollution in the research angle. There are some ship‟s emergency procedure and equipment 

which will be under critics in safety meetings and other safety seminar. The procedure for 

emergency situations like abandon ship, man overboard, fire, collision, oil pollution, cargo spills, 
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Enclosed space entry, ship shore interface, ship – port security , mooring and tug operation, 

master pilot information exchange changes day by day due to the case study, accidents, 

technological advancement, period etc... I would like to discuss about the man overboard 

situation detially through this essay through my reasoning power. I chose a man overboard 

because many of the man overboard were unsuccessful. The rate of success is lower in the man 

overboard situation. 

The ultimate safety culture develops when the person feels that he will be safe even something 

weird happens. For eg., crew member should feel very confident that even if he goes overboard 

that he will be saved. Developing such safety culture in this world will bring a better future for a 

living. Now let us analyze a man overboard situation in detail. 

Man Overboard – A brief analysis 

What is Man overboard? 

A man overboard is a situation in which the person goes overboard due to the negligence of the 

person and falling into the water. 

I am going to consider two imaginary man overboard situation and am going to analyze various 

aspects of it.  

Case 1:  

The vessel MV. Ore phoenix, a VLOC sails from Brazil to Rotterdam fully loaded. During 

morning routine Chief Officer James giving a day's work routine to bosun. Now bosun orders 

able seamen John to paint the fairlead rollers in the poop deck. Now the able seamen at 1100 hrs 

has stopped painting and he was leaning and peeping on to ship side to look the name board 

which he painted a couple of days before in anchorage. Suddenly he tripped into the sea due to 

the oily rags on the floor. Since he was missing in the mess room, Nobody had noticed till lunch.  

At 1300 Hrs, he dint return to work so the crew members suspected something wrong. Crew 

members started searching for him throughout the vessel and concluded he is missing from the 

vessel at 1400 hrs. Now the vessel turned and steamed for 4 hours in the reverse course until he 

is last seen. The vessel is unable to find able seaman John. 
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Analysis of the situation : 

The main cause of the vessel unable to rescue the able seamen John is , the vessel does not have 

sufficient time to rescue and does not have the system which immediately can notify the crew if 

some person goes overboard. There is a safety management system in every company that 

explains the procedure to be followed during man overboard. But there is a need for developing 

system which informs us that the man is overboard even without the presence or  vicinity of the 

person. In this situation we can argue that he is not supposed to lean and peeping outside the 

ship. Even there is a lot of safety training and programs , we cannot control the human behavior. 

Human beings are complex creature and hard to predict the behavior. However inducing fear into 

the system can resolve the problem. 

I would like to induce the system in the ship such that able seaman John should not think of 

learning and peeping on to the ship‟s side, even though he have leaned and fell down , there 

should be a chance to get back to the ship. Well , How it can be done? 

We will see what will happen if the guard rail on the ship side is raised a couple of feet ? Say 4 

feet. Now the Able seamen John may be reluctant or lazy to go to ship side and lean. But still 

there is a chance of leaning if he has more curiosity to see the ship‟s side. Raising the guard rail 

in this situation dint solve the purpose. May it can make things worse or better. It depends 

wholly on the individual. Now how can I reduce the curiosity of John further?. I cannot blindly 

say that raising the guard rail height will prevent the seafarers going overboard. I should 

investigate whether it affects the shipboard operation and it should not be safety hazards in other 

conditions. We will see later in this essay. 

We will see what will happen if the guard rails are a few feet inside than normal, i.e., a few feet 

inside from the edge of the weather deck. This situation may reduce the curiosity to certain 

extent. Even if the person leaning, he may not get the full view on ship side. But the possibility 

of climbing on to the other side of the guard rails i.e., outboard is very less during 

underway.However increasing the guardrail height and increasing the distance between 

guardrails and the edge of the weather deck will help. 

If the guard rail height and the distance between guard rails and edge of the weather deck is 

increased, it would reduce the curiosity of any seafarer to  lean and peep on to the ship side. If 
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the man likely slipped near the guard rails , there is a chance of getting back since he will be 

falling on the deck. Raising the guardrail height and increasing the distance between guard rails 

and edge of the weather deck can be increased if there is a sufficient space between cargo 

hatches and guard rails and also depends upon clear walkway area without obstacles like pipes 

and other materials. These kind of arrangements is possible in Vessel more than 150 m length 

and in Vessels like Bulk carrier, Oil Tanker, Car Carriers and Gas Carriers. 

In the general cargo, chemical tankers and other small ships there are lot of pipelines running 

between hatch and weather deck so it will be pretty difficult to place the guardrails 

inboard.Various analysis and criteria should be governed for different size and kind of ship 

before considering raising and placing the guardrails inboard.Raising the guardrails height by 1 

feet and placing the guardrails inboard by 1 meter will have various impact on different ships.It 

should be analyzed by class, flag state and other organization. 

Now due to the new guard rails regulated by me , there may be some inconvenience in liquid 

transfers , painting the ship's side etc. In liquid transfers like fresh water and bunkers , the hose 

may be lead from little higher height to the pipe manifolds. But this is not the matter of the big 

concerns , it can be adjusted by passing into the leads or in between the guard rails. If the hoses 

are passed in-between guard rails, there will be stress developed on the guard rails. So the guard 

rails near the bunker manifolds and Fresh water manifolds should be strengthened. But overall 

from my analysis guardrail regulation will not affect much on merchant vessels. 

Now one of the biggest concerns in this situation is how will the crew member will know if one 

of the person goes overboard when he is working in a remote area. In this above case, John able 

seamen is working on a poop deck alone went overboard and it was noticed couple of hours after 

the incident has happened.Need for introducing the system to identify immediately after the 

person is overboard should be done. This kind of systems can only be done by introducing 

electronic technology. So the system should immediately notify the watchkeeper in the bridge. 

Now each crew member should carry RTLS ( Real time locating system) tags. RTLS tags will 

be size of a key chain and can be easily carried by the seafarer. Real time locating system tracks 

the person or object in contained or defined place like building, ship etc., using RTLS tags. The 

RTLS tags can transmit information to the receiver in the form radio frequency in the ship. If the 
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RTLS tags are told to carry by the crew member in the form of a wristwatch or lockets , the 

chances of forgetting them to wear can happen. So it should be the part of personnel protective 

equipment. The RTLS tags can be the integrated part of the crew member's safety helmet. 

The Man overboard screen should present in the Navigation bridge. The position information 

from RTLS tags worn by the crew member are transferred via radio frequency to the output 

screen in the bridge. In order to avoid additional monitor in the navigation bridge , the monitor 

can be integrated with ECDIS ( Electronic Chart display Indicating System ) monitor.The 

boundaries of the crew member with RTLS tags should be set as per the shape of the vessel in 

weather deck. If the crew member with RTLS tag goes out of the boundary , i.e., if the person 

goes overboard it should immediately alert navigational bridge and other important place in the 

ship.Even the RTLS system will be very much useful in enclosed space entry. 

The man overboard system will have the facility of adjusting the allowance or the boundaries. 

For eg., The man overboard system does not set the exact boundary as the length  breadth and 

shape of the vessel. The allowance of 1 meter or less is given when a person leans on to the ship 

side and for other outboard activity. The system should have the flexibility of setting the limits in 

the allowance and also to be on standby mode in the harbor. When there is no outboard work 

whilst vessel enroute the limits can set to zero and if there is some outboard work in anchorage 

the limits can set to 1 meter from the actual boundary of the ship. 

When the crew member with RTLS tag goes out of limit in the boundary of the ship it 

immediately alerts in Navigation bridge, Engine room , captain's cabin and ship's office. The 

reason it alerts the engine room is to alert the engineers for preparing the vessel for maneuvering. 

Once it alerts  the engine room , the engineers can confirm with the bridge team and should 

immediately bring the engines to maneuvering RPM. In the captain‟s cabin and ship‟s office it 

will alert captain and other important officers on board. 

Apart from the above , when the RTLS tag goes overboard it also initiates to ring the emergency 

alarm to notify all crew that some emergency has occurred in the vessel.It also should 

automatically release the man overboard marker using solenoid valve which uses the magnetic 

principle. The system will automatically mark the position in radar , GPs , AIS and other bridge 
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equipment instead of navigating officer making the man overboard position in each equipment. 

In any emergency saving time is directly proportional to handling the emergency safely. 

Solution 

The solution for the above situation is  

 The height of the guard rails should be raised a couple of feet from the present 

contemporary height 

 The distance between the guardrails and the edge of the weather deck should be increased 

depending upon the type and size of the vessel. 

 The vessel should employ a real time locating system in the vessel, i.e., Each crew 

member should carry RTLS tags along with them and they will transmit their position 

continuously to the navigation bridge via radio frequency. If the position of the crew 

member goes outside limits set in Man overboard system then it will alert the ship. 

The first two points in the solution will reduce the percentage of person going overboard from 

the ship and reduce the intent of human being to do the weirdest things near the guard rails. Even 

during the heavy weather when vessel shipping seas in the vessel and takes the person away by 

the shipping seas, he will eventually get stuck in the guard rail due to the height of the guard rail. 

For this purpose the guard rails can be curved in order to protect the person during heavy 

weather.The second point in the solution concentrates on the rescue part. The sooner the vessel 

knows about man overboard , the easy and effective will be the man overboard operation. Now 

we will go to the next case in man overboard. 

Case 2 : 

The vessel MV.Ore Everest sailing from Guaiba, Brazil to Rotterdam, The Netherlands fully 

loaded with iron ore. The crew member named Johnson goes overboard by 11 am and it is 

reported to navigation bridge. The Navigating officer James May immediately raised the 

emergency alarm , Released MOB marker , Marked MOB positions in navigation equipment and 

performed various duties as mentioned in the company emergency procedure manual. After a 

few minutes the bridge team cannot spot the MOB marker in the sea in order to search the man 

who went overboard. And also marking done with the navigational equipment has half a mile 
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error since it is marked after MOB marker release , raising the Emergency alarm  and performing 

other important duties. After some minutes the crew informed bridge that the MOB marker had 

struck in the guard rail. There is a difficulty in spotting the person went overboard due to 

medium high swells. But the Vessel as a team managed to rescue the crew member successfully 

after the deep hurdles and injuries to the crew members. Let us analyze this situation in detail. 

Analysis of the situation : 

There is a specific reason for me to imagine this situation. One day during my regular working 

days we were replacing old life buoys with the new life buoys. It was a windy day and the 

apparent wind direction was on the port beam. The crew member asked me to throw the bridge 

lifebuoy to the weather deck to him. When I threw the lifebuoy to the weather deck It is 

swinging to starboard side due to heavy winds in port beam.The distance between the vertical 

path where it should actually land and the place where the lifebuoy actually landed due to the 

curve path is approximately 2 meters. 

This incident poked my brain and I had a doubt whether the mob marker works well in the windy 

situation. Since the lifebuoy with the mob marker will deviate much less than the life buoy alone. 

The Mob marker and the lifebuoy almost aligned with the weather deck. Even the slightest 

deviation will cause the MOB marker to land on weather deck or it can get stuck up with any 

material like guard rails or other materials near the guard rails like embarkation ladder lights 

etc.,But the deviation will depend upon the various factors like the shape and size of the material, 

type of the material, weight of the material , surface area, height of the falling objects, wind 

direction, temperature, density of air, motion of the ship like rolling & pitching etc., 

Since navigating officers are in hurry during an emergency situation , there is a likely possibility 

of the officer releases and runs back to the bridge to perform emergency duties. And in the 

majority of the situation navigating officer releases the man overboard in the side of the man 

went overboard. But in the majority of the safety procedure manual , it states that “release mob 

marker “ or “ release the mob marker onto the side of man went overboard “ and it doesn‟t really 

doesn‟t focus on whether that side is windward side or leeward. Majority of man overboard 

occurs in bad weather conditions. So there is a possibility on for the MOB lifebuoy swinging 

towards the deck . 
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The each emergency situation should be analyzed carefully and the step by step action for the 

emergency situation should be prioritized according to the cause of the action. There is a need 

for standardizing the emergency procedure for the emergency situation is required. Different 

company follows different procedures and also different emergency alarms for the various 

situations. The emergency alarms should be standardized for all the vessels. The common 

emergency procedure manual should be prepared for all the vessels. The emergency situations 

like Man overboard , Abandon ship , enclosed space entry etc. don‟t change much in the majority 

of the ship. If there is a change there should be ship specific emergency manual for particular 

situation should be there and the company and the flag state should able to convince the class for 

changing. 

The reason for emphasizing the common emergency procedure for all the vessel is during 

emergency brain takes the action and follows the procedure stored in the deep unconscious mind. 

It happened in one of our vessels. The navigating officer joined the new company and had joined 

the vessel just twenty days before. At his previous company his duties are with the bridge team 

along with the master mariner during emergencies but in his new company the duty is support 

team in-charge in the emergency situations. Since he served in previous company for seven years 

it is stored in his subconscious mind. During one of the small emergency situation , he ran 

immediately to “support team”. But some crew membered told him that he is the part of the 

bridge team , then he realized and ran again to the bridge team. This situation has led the master 

to handle bridge team single handedly without the concerned person for some time. 

In the common emergency procedure manual after the procedure for the emergency situation, 

explanation section should explain the reason for the procedure and prioritizing action. In some 

companies emergency procedure manual it will prioritize as raise the alarm, release MOB, take 

Williamson turn, mark MOB in GPS & other navigational equipment etc., and other company 

prioritize as raise alarm , take a Williamson turn, release MOB marker , mark MOB in GPs & 

other navigational equipments etc., The need for prioritizing the action is very important. Even in 

the emergency manual if it states “ Release MOB “ it should clearly state which side and other 

factor concerning like windward side, man overboard side etc., 

There is a famous saying “ Stitch in time saves nine”. Time is the major issue in any emergency. 

Since releasing MOB marker consumes some time and it also affects with the other emergency 
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duties like Williamsons turn etc., there is a need for introducing new system which can improve 

the time consumption and the current method of releasing MOB is required. Instead of operating 

the MOB marker near the bridge wing locally , it can be operated remotely in navigation bridge 

using solenoid valve or any other method. This will save time in the emergency procedure and 

can perform emergency duties more effectively. 

The next situation I would like to access is how to avoid the deviation of MOB marker and life 

buoy from deviating due to the windy condition and prevent landing on the weather deck and 

getting stuck on the guard rails and objects near the guard rails. In order to avoid this situation I 

would like to place extra two life buoys with a MOB marker near the extremities of the stern area 

of the ship on both port and starboard side. The two Lifebuoys near the stem area is activated 

remotely in the navigation bridge using solenoid valve or any alternate method.But some might 

argue that the bridge team can release on the leeward side. But again releasing the MOB marker 

on the side of person went overboard which is being the windward side and again releasing it on 

the leeward side will consume more time. And also in an emergency the navigating officer will 

not think about the wind  and other factors. 

Since it is near the extremities of stern area, it will get released faster into the sea and there is no 

chance of deviation on to the deck and it goes along with the hull of the ship. The two MOB 

markers near the stem area should be connected with the real time locating system in the vessel. 

If the crew member carrying the RTLS tag goes outside the limit set in man overboard system, it 

should automatically release the lifebuoy with MOB marker into the sea. The action is quick so it 

will save some time in emergency procedures and also the bridge team can perform other duties 

effectively. 

Keeping the MOB marker at the extremities at the stern connect with the real time locating 

system helps us better in rescue purpose also. If the RTLS tag carried by the crew member goes 

out of boundary set in the man overboard system, it activates the MOB marker automatically. 

There will be life buoy to crew member in the swimming distance and if even there is a swell 

which can affect the visibility of the lifebuoy to the survivor in the sea, the smoke signal and a 

flashing light will help the survivor to identify the life buoy to a certain extent. So there is a great 

chance of surviving and to catch hold of the lifebuoy when there is an extra adrenaline pump in 

the body. 
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Solution 

 There should be additional two man overboard lifebuoy with the MOB marker at the 

extremities of the stern area. 

 All four Lifebuoys with MOB marker i.e., two in bridge wing and two near extremities of 

stern area should be capable of releasing remotely from navigation ridge using solenoid 

valve or any other equivalent method. 

 At least two man-overboard lifebuoy should be connected to real time locating system, 

which is capable of release the man overboard marker when the crew member with RTLS 

tag goes out of boundary in the man overboard system. 

 There should be two emergency procedures manual in all the vessels. The general one 

should be with the actions with priority and explaining the reason for each sequence of 

action and priority of action. The other one should be ship specific and it should explain 

the reason for changing the action from general emergency procedure manual. 
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In this Fig. - When the solenoid valve operated remotely from navigation bridge , the 

rod holding the life buoy retracts and therefore MOB Lifebuoy will get released. 

 

 

Conclusion of the MOB cases: 

If the each emergency situations and emergency procedures are analyzed separately under the 

people and organization with various backgrounds like shipping , mechanical , technology etc., 

there is a great chance of building a modern safety culture. It is my dream that in mere future that 

the world should look back at shipping safety culture. 

Tech-Float B.V.   (Integrating technology with Safety ) 

Tech-Float is the system of bringing the vessels in the advanced technology in order to eliminate 

the contemporary system and bring the vessel in utilizing the most modern technology in order to 

have a better safety and operation system.I saw a  three year old kid recently with i-pad learning 

rhymes and alphabets very easily with apps and other videos. Thanks to the technological 

industry for bringing the life more beautiful and easy. It is my wish and dream come true that the 

ship should be facilitated by the advanced technology for bringing safer and easier life in ships. 
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The reason for writing B.V. (Besloten Vennootschap) is, in any concept or any topic; I developed 

the habit of thinking in an entrepreneurial way with the cause of the industry and the people of 

the world. The word B.V. , PLC , Inc , Ltd gives the tremendous motivation to think and write 

about the concerned topic. 

In the tech-float system I am going to integrate the shipping equipment and other aspect of 

shipping as maximum as possible like a checklist, Emergency procedure, various equipments of 

the  vessel. The reason for doing so is the checklist consumes more papers. If the system 

prevents consuming papers from all the global vessel annual which directly prevents the trees 

being cut annually for the shipping industry. And also another reason is the majority of the 

checklist is not filled correctly in time for the particular procedure. It is filled later on for the 

particular time for solving the purpose for various inspections and surveys. When I analyze what 

causes the people to fill the checklist later ? I found out that this system gives the chance for the 

people to fill the checklist afterwards with the system of filling it with perfection. The reason for 

checklist being introduced is to avoid the ship staff to make human error and not to miss some 

points in the checklist. With the help of checklist the error in the procedure is minimized. 

There are three tech-float system which will be present on navigation bridge, Engine room and 

ship's office. In the navigation bridge the tech-float system will contain all checklist except 

engine room, ship‟s office will have related to cargo and other shipboard operation checklist with 

respect to the deck and the engine room will have a checklist related to engineering.The master 

server will be present in the master cabin and he can monitor everything. 

 

For eg., if the navigating officer is filling the change of watch, Traffic separation scheme ,master 

pilot information exchange , navigating in coastal waters etc. in the tech-float system , the timing 

is noted in the system and there is no chance for the fraudulent. It is also easy for the navigating 

officer since he need not take print out of the checklist and the pen to fill the check list. What he 

has to do is just to open the tech-float system and fill the checklist with touch screen. In the tech-

float system ,once the checklist is submitted , it can  be in read only format. If the person found 

mistakes in the submitted checklist, he subsequently has to fill the new checklist and submit. 

Hence it will be easy for port state control and other surveyors to survey the vessel with the help 
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of the tech - float system and it is also reliable for the shipping company which minimize the 

error in any procedure. 

In the tech-float system , the flag state and class can send the various certificates for survey 

electronically to the vessel which in turn stores in the tech-float system. The advantage of this 

system is various electronic certificates sent by the flag state and class can be assorted easily. 

The new certificate replaces the old one and the history of certificates is maintained. This system 

is easy for any people searching and retrieve the certificate. It will reduce the pain in searching 

the certificate which is piled up with the old certificates and unwanted papers in the 

contemporary files. This system allows the various equipment surveys , certificates and manuals 

to store electronically in the tech - float system. In many older vessels , the user manual for some 

equipment will be missing , this system will eliminate this problem. The user can retrieve various 

manual of the ship easily without any difficulty and able to print the concerned section. Often 

surveyors and repair party needs concerned manual and which is often very difficult to search in 

the cupboard filled with manuals. 

In an emergency procedure tech-float system plays a major role in reducing the human error and 

it can eliminate the more consumption of time. Suppose if there is abandon ship situation on 

board the ship. If the abandon ship or fire section is opened in emergency procedure with the 

tech-float system, it will automatically open the procedure for the emergency, concerned 

checklist, Noting the timing of the events and the GMDSS distress message can be sent in the 

tech-float system in a simple way. The tech-float system and various equipment including 

navigation, engine room equipments and cargo equipments are integrated with the tech-float 

system. When an emergency situation is selected , the system automatically sends the status of 

the various equipments and its values to the company and the company can utilize the 

information for the case study and investigation purpose. 
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The designated distress alert is often time consuming in any emergency. In some case it took 

only 20 mins for a vessel to sink. The undesignated distress alert in the GMDSS system doesn‟t 

give the clearest idea to the rescue team and cannot able to determine the nature of distress.The 

concept in the tech-float system is to send the designated distress alert as quick as undesignated 

distress alert. The designated distress alert in the tech-float system exhibits some drop box, the 

information which is not known by the system should be selected. The information like position , 

number of the crew will be taken from GPS and techfloat system which is fed before. While the 

information in the drop box is selected and submitted , it will automatically convert into 

specified format and sends through all GMDSS equipments. 

I like the slogan of Mr. Steve jobs “Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication” and learnt many 

management principles from Apple inc . When apple computers designing the hardware and 

software they were aiming at simplicity. For eg., the design mold eliminating screw, light 

weighed, compact and attractive. Sir Jonathan Ive in apple computers made such a wonderful 

simple design in apple computers. Here in the tech-float system , by integrating various 

equipments , checklist, manuals, surveys and certificates and other system which is deemed 

necessary will change the complicated old methodology to a new simple methodology. The 

simple modern methodology will be a sophisticated and safe system for everybody. 

Marine Pollution - A short review 

Since am running out of words as a part of essay requirements, I would like to brush up with this 

topic before I end my essay topic. RESOLUTION MEPC.219 (63) is being well received by 

every individual since its brings great contribution to marine pollution. 

The point 1.76 in the resolution states that 

“1.7.6 -The ship's record should contain evidence provided by the producer of the cleaning 

agent or additive that the product meets the criteria for not being harmful to the marine 

environment. To provide an assurance of compliance, a dated and signed statement to this 

effect from the product supplier would be adequate for the purposes of a ship's record. 

This might form part of a Safety Data Sheet or be a stand-alone document but this should 

be left to the discretion of the producer concerned” 
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Varieties of chemicals, cleaning agents and other products mixed up in gray waters, dish water 

and other operational wastes which are discharged into the sea. Even soaps, shampoo, washing 

powder, toilet cleaners etc. can cause mild harm to the marine environment. There are many 

manufacturers of chemicals, cleansing agent and other products which may cause slightest harm 

for the marine life is manufactured around the globe which is not channelized for the marine 

purpose. Since the vessels sails various part of the globe, often these products cover and other 

information is not in the English language. This cause the discomfort for the ship's personnel to 

find out whether the product does not cause harmful for the marine environment. And also I have 

never seen the supplier or the ship chandelier giving compliance certificate for the product 

supplied. 

For solving these above problems, I would like to create “Marine standardization product” 

similar to “International Organization for Standardization”.  MSP solely concentrates on marine 

related environmental whereas ISO 14000 focuses on general environmental management. Each 

product supplied to the vessel should have MSP seals on the product and it regulates the marine 

products and contents in it. For eg., it regulates how much percentage of substance can be 

present, which substance can present. It also continues with the work of R&D regarding 

substance causes even mild harmful for the marine environment. The manufacturer complies 

with the regulation gets the MSP certification. MSP also regulates the packaging standards for 

marine products shipped into the vessel which prevents from unwanted harmful packaging 

materials like plastics accumulating in the ship and also regulates less packaging material in 

order to avoid excessive garbage accumulation. Thus this certification system reduces the 

ambiguity in the system and everybody knows that all products shipping into the vessel is free 

from harmful substance. Also it reduces the work load to the ship personnel and surveyors for 

maintaining and checking the records of the products. 

Conclusion of the essay : 

When I started to think about this essay topic, lot of things, topics and issues were running in my 

mind. As we can see from the essay that the technological adoption in safety and environment 

factor will reduce the risk . When I am in the writing process on my essay, the motto running in 

my mind is “Our children should live in a better environment than us and our 

grandchildren should live in a better environment than our children “. 
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If we take each regulation and analyze detail, we can improvise the regulation to reduce the risk. 

Economically it will prevent huge loss due to oil spills, Navigational and other safety factor etc., 

In this technological revolution world, It is necessary to review the rules and regulation every 

now and then. Nowadays as we can see from the daily routine that life of technological 

revolution is very short that even it is not lasting for 6 month.  If the regulation is built upon the 

primary source which is adopted on 1980„s, the growth in reducing the safety and environmental 

risk will be very less. Therefore it is necessary to rewrite the regulation periodically taking the 

innovation, research and development into consideration. 

 

 


